Air space closure

For the safety of the air space and to protect air sovereignty, the Federal Council has decreed a restriction in traffic throughout the greater area for Grisons in application of Article 7 of the Aviation Code (LFG; SR 748.0) for the period of the WEF Davos from January 22-27, 2018 at the request of the Swiss Federal Office of Civil Aviation for users of civil aviation.

An amended air space closure applies to paragliders and hang gliders. The airspace closure also applies to model helicopters, model planes, and drones. (Art. 51 para. 3, LFG)
It extends from Davos Glaris to the Prättigau, up to the Schraubach in Schiers. (See Map)
Flying into this restricted air space without a special permit is prohibited.
The Cantonal Police for Grisons in close cooperation with the Air Force ensures compliance with the air space closure.
Restrictions may even be tightened for brief periods depending on the situation.

Thank you for your understanding.

Cantonal Police, Grisons